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Use clash of clans cheat to enhance your winning
opportunity

Clash of clans appears to be the most addicting video games among today's youth. This free
to play game allows the players to rob each other's villagers with dragons, wizards and
barbarians. If you desire to keep yourself safe and win the video game, there are some clash
of clans cheat that will certainly help you stay ahead of your close friends.

1. Know which resource to rob in multiplayer game:.

In the multiplayer fight which no doubt you will certainly be a part of, there are a particular
percentage of resources which are obtainable from storage places or drills. It includes.

100 % of exactly what is saved in the town hall.
50 % of what is saved in potion or the gold collector.
20 % of what is saved in the elixir or gold storage.
75 % of dark elixir that is stored in dark potion drill.
and lastly 5 % of dark potion kept in dark elixir storage.
nevertheless, the general readily available loot can be reduced if your challenger's city center
level is lower than yours. If your opponent's town hall loot is higher than you, the loot amount
that you will certainly get when you win increases.

2. Safeguard the base with lot of walls:.

Just as you start the video game, you will have access to the walls. since the walls are offered
at a low level you do not have to await a high level to access these. Simply, try to update it to
level three as fast as you can. These walls will certainly provide you with strongest support so
see to it you collect everything. Place the walls in such a means that there are no openings for
entry.
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3. Keep the trophies even after you end a battle:.

Go ahead if you really want to wave the white flag before the raid to start. By doing this you
can keeping your trophies undamaged as long as you do not deploy the troops or cast spells.
Likewise, make certain that your surrender alternative is not noticeable.

4. Get free potion and conserve offline:.

You need to remember that this clash of clans cheat works just when you have 30 seconds
from upgrading your troop and entire army. This method you will get complimentary potion.

This method you can get offline with 100,000 elixir instead of 300,000. When you get back,
simply discharge the barracks and you can get back your elixir.


